
SOUP N BUN RACE ONE – APRIL 8th 2018 | PYRAMID VALLEY 
 
It was a smooth transition into winter mode with the first of this year's Soup and Bun series with an 
encouraging 43 riders registered for today's ride.  Big thanks to Chris Dawkins for making his normaly 
tranquil property available to us, and thanks also to Wilkes Resourse Management for sponsoring the 
series.  The fantails were very friendly sitting on the bikes as the riders awaited the start gun. 
 
Justin of all trades, set out the course, made the soup and made a good fist of riding the event just to 
complete his CV.  Who said men cannot multi-task ?? 
 
There was a good mix of young and old, faces familiar and new and a welcome return to those who haven't 
been able to join us for a while.  Cheryl did not register but supervised her many young charges handing 
out encouragement in big doses.  There were other parents and grand parents there to spur on their 
younger family members and to take pride in their efforts. 
 
It was a shorter lap than in previous visits here and around the seven minute mark Jack appeared ahead of 
Kyle, Bailey and Justin.  Kyle and Khan swapped bikes for lap one so their times need to be swapped just 
for this lap.  Kyle then stopped and waited for Khan to reclaim his own bike.  Bailey and Justin stuck to 
Jack's wheel to start lap two.  Bailey blew out on this second lap and had to stop.  Wisely he scratched and 
made his way slowly on foor back to base.  The start finish area is in view of a steep climb to the clock and 
there were some impressive efforts riding up this hill.  The prize for best effort here goes to Khan who 
climbed rapidly riding his own bike with Baileys bike alongside in his left hand. 
 
So with the demise of Bailey, Jack found a new adversary to push him all the way, he and Justin could not 
be seperated for the first six laps.  There was also a good battle for the next two places with young gun 
Cam and newcomer Jamie regularly swapping positions.  Cam prevailed at the finish resulting in two young 
guns on the podium.  Jack and Justin were the only riders to comple eight laps.  Cam and Jamie were next 
completing seven along with Ian and Josh.  Ryan carried on after the 50 minutes to complete a seventh 
lap.  Some of the lap times are a little confusing as there was a short cut discovered late on in the 
piece.  There were a couple of numbers missed during the ride with a multitude of riders passing the start 
line in a blur, so aplogies if I missed you. 
 
Gold Card holders Robert and Rob kept the oldies credible while Fraser dispelled the myth that he can only 
go fast downhill.  Alana was quickest of the ladies and there were some good efforts further down the field 
among the young guns male and female.  
 
So all in all a good start to the series and we hope that the trend continues for the rest of the winter.  Justin 
is looking at Picton for the May event so keep an eye out in the usual places for details.  Hope to see you 
there.   
 

 


